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To all concerned citizens,
After thorough investigation, I have determined that I have attained enough
information about the E.N.D. (embedded nucleotide disease) to come forward. As
was discovered in a coded note in these past months and expanded upon by selfalleged CDE worker, Dr. Rausch, there are four different strands of the disease. I will
go into detail about each strand’s symptoms, as well as the contagions and ways to
be infected that I have discovered so far.
All mutations initially manifest in flu like symptoms before rapidly escalating. Infection
has been found to spread through SOCIAL MEDIA and occasionally beef products.
Those with exposed heads are especially susceptible.
All mutations also share in one symptom, which is the experience of augmented
realities and delusions. This somewhat explains for the un-humanlike and strange
behavior of many infected persons.
Strand #1: Otherwise known as a Type A mutation. This mutation draws upon
primitive DNA traits, making the infected person crave raw meat and blood. This
strand is a zombie-like infection and creates zombie-like movements and mental
states.
Strand #2: Otherwise known as Type B mutation. This mutation draws upon DNA
traits and eliminates important humanoid functions. Subjects with this infection
experience communications with seemingly otherworldly beings or with different
time periods, changes in the makeup of their body and strange visions.
Strand #3: Combination A/B mutation. As expected, subjects display traits of both
the A and B mutation.
Strand #4: Passive mutation. Subjects with this strand of the infection have
activated mutated DNA but don’t have any necessarily excessive outward
symptoms. People with this strand share in the same overarching symptom of all
mutations: delusion and experience of augmented realities. Many have reported
witnessing other people take on transparent hues. This can develop into further
infection or remain as is.

I hope that with this information, patterns of the infection are more clear. Protect
yourself with headgear and stay away from technology and social media as much as
possible for the time being. I will reach out to the public with a broadcast ASAP.
Godspeed,
Annalise Zerweier

